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WHAT'S NEW FOR KIDS

Kiddie Joy
Multiplication
Rug

Remember when we struggled with Math in
school? Kids will now have an easier time
learning Math with the Kiddie Joy
Multiplication Rug that's placed in the
classroom, playroom or bedroom floor. This
rectangular area rug reproduces the familiar
multiplication and division table cheat sheet
used in Math class. Learning to multiply and
divide numbers has never been more fun for
elementary kids. Its vibrant colors grab kids’
attention. This area rug makes learning Math
enjoyable for everyone while ensuring child
safety at the same time. Practical,
educational and safe. What a great
combination!
Made with 100% nylon with non-skid
backing for safety.

Smilies Flowers
Wall Stickies

Let the beautiful outdoors in with the
Smilies Flowers Wall Stickies. Features lifelike reproduction of big and small flowers in
full bloom and a couple of red ladybugs.
Brighten any room with these radiant,
colorful wall stickers. What nature-loving
pretty girl would not be enticed to have the
wall stickies adorn her room? Easily
transform a drab room into an eye-catching
one with these durable vinyl stickers. Buy
multiple sheets to recreate a lovely
countryside garden. Wake up every morning
to this stunning view and you could almost
smell the flowers.
Can be easily applied to any clean, smooth
matte wall or surface. Just peel and stick the
pre-cut images. Resists fading with high
saturation UV inks & removes easily leaving
no residue. Available in 6 sheets of 12” x 12”.
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GINGER ROOT
PURE
EXTRACT
SUPPLEMENT
Ginger Root Capsules for
Natural Relief of Nausea
and Stomach Discomfort
●Safe, 100% pure natural ginger extract
●Ginger root extract provides relief for nausea and reduces symptoms of motion sickness
●Digestive aid that soothes upset stomach
●Anti-inflammatory properties help reduce pain from osteoarthritis
●Ginger root may lower cholesterol and treat heart ailment

Experience the natural healing powers of Ginger Root Pure Extract Supplement, an effective
ginger supplement that provides restorative benefits for your body.
Aside from being an important ingredient in Asian cuisine, ginger is also widely known for its
potent medicinal properties. It is loaded with anti-inflammatory and antioxidant
components that come from its active compounds such as gingerols and shogaols.
Taking ginger for nausea is a good idea, as it has been trusted for many years now to treat
nausea and vomiting. This includes nausea and vomiting from motion sickness, following
surgery, caused by HIV or AIDS treatment, in cancer chemotherapy patients, or from morning
sickness in pregnant women.
Banish your stomach discomfort and bloating with this herbal remedy that aids digestion.
If you need pain relief for your joint problems, these ginger capsules will help reduce your
pain from osteoarthritis, and make movement easier.
Ginger root is also used to treat mild stomach upset, and studies suggest that it may help
lower cholesterol, improve blood sugar control, and treat heart disease.
Made from safe, 100% pure natural extracts, ginger root extract comes in a convenient
capsule formulation.
You don’t need to suffer from various ailments when you have the natural wonder drug that
is Ginger Root Pure Extract Supplement.

